Summarization or aggregation is a process of computing the measures in the data cube. Summarization plays an important role in the data analysis and decision making for data mining applications. However, the potential of inaccurate summarization that could result from using improper operators may lead to inaccurate measure values that affect data analysis and the decision making process.
Introduction
Data warehousing and On-Line Analytical Processing (OLAP) are essential elements of decision support [2, 15] . Decision support requires consolidation (e.g., aggregation and summarization) of data for better and faster high level analysis and decision making [5] . Summarization or aggregation is a process of computing the measures in a multidimensional data structure called a data cube which uses summarization operators. In a multidimensional model, dimension such as location, describes the subjects of interest; measure such as dollars sold, is the target of analysis in terms of dimensions, concept hierarchies such as city and street may exist for each dimension, allowing the analysis of data at multiple abstraction levels [8] . Concepts are defined hierarchically starting from the most general concept and ending with the most specific concept (e.g. country> state> city >street for location dimension).
Measures are multidimensional summarized information that is stored in a data cube. A measure value is computed for a given point by summarizing or aggregating the data corresponding to the respective dimension values defining the given point [5] . Many OLAP operations can compute measures in different ways to enable OLAP users (e.g. manager, executive, or analyst) [16] to analyze data at different abstraction levels. Roll-up operation is the most frequent analytical operation seen in a data warehouse [12] . The roll-up operation performs summarization on a data cube by climbing up a concept hierarchies for a dimension. A roll-up operation decreases the details of measures using an operator to combine more detailed data values of a specific concept into summary and more general data of more general concept [10] . For example, the daily sales data may be summarized so as to compute monthly or annual total amounts.
The process of measure computation plays an important role in the data analysis and decision making for data mining applications [9] . However, the potential for inaccurate summarization that could result from using improper operators may lead to inaccurate measure values which negatively affect data analysis and decision making.
New roll-up operator for non-additive numeric measure summarization
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Efficient computation of measures and the accurate summarization process have become an important requirement in order to obtain useful results that best support the analysis and decision making process [13] .
The concern in this paper is the accurate summarization of non-additive measure values and therefore, we will concentrate on roll-up operations. The non-additive measure values are the data which cannot be meaningfully added with others using a summation operator [6] . The problem can be encapsulated in the following question:
 How to summarize non-additive data in such a way that attains higher accurate measures when performing a roll-up operation?
Accuracy of a measure is how close a newly computed measure value is to the actual (true) data values [7] . Thus, the newly computed measure values should be as close as possible to the actual data values, giving rise to the need for methods that minimize this difference. To this purpose, a new operator for summarization based on linear goal programming (GP) is proposed. The proposed operator computes the new measure values with minimum distance to its related true values to maintain data quality and finding higher accuracy measures. Higher accuracy measures reflect more useful analysis for OLAP users and improve decision making.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: The related works are reviewed in Section 2. Section 3 presents the requirements and detailed design of the proposed solution. Performance evaluation and results is introduced in Section 4. Finally, some conclusions are given in Section 5.
Related Works
The function of the aggregation and summarization operators is to approximate the computation of measures which plays a central role in data warehousing and data mining issues [5] . Several classical operators are oriented to give a kind of summary for data values. The most common operator used to summarize measures is the summation operator and it can be considered the default aggregate operator for rolling-up the data [6] . However, in many instances, using the sum operator to summarize data cannot be meaningfully applied due to the non-additive nature of data. Temperature, blood pressure and car speed are examples of data values that cannot be handled using summation operators.
Because it is often useful to store non-additive data in a data warehouse, another class of operators to approximate the computation of non-additive measures exists.
Operators like averages, minimum, and maximum [1] [5] can be meaningfully applied to summarize such non-additive data values. For example; average blood pressure of the sample of patients with same medical history and between ages of 40 and 50 comes out to 140/110.
However, the summarization process plays an important role in maintaining data quality that supports a better decision making process. Therefore, it makes sense for such an application to seek higher accuracy results and compute the closest measure values to its related true data values. Therefore, methods that minimize the difference between measure values and its related true data values are needed. Indeed, the concept of minimizing of such difference when computing measures is not considered by the existing operators and the issue of accuracy and data quality is neglected. Finding higher accuracy measures reflect higher data quality and are a more useful analysis for OLAP users.
Therefore, a new aggregation operator for a roll-up operation is proposed based on the linear goal programming. The purpose of the operator is to compute new measure values that best represent its corresponding data values when performing a roll-up operation by minimizing the difference among them. Indeed, the proposed GP operator seeks the measure values with the minimum distance to its related true values.
GP is a form of linear programming for multiple goals developed by Charnes and Cooper [3] . It is a multi-criteria satisfying methodology that seeks a solution that best fits or satisfies the desired set of multi-criteria in a problem situation. GP can and has been used to model different problems from business like economics, finance, management, and marketing, and operations such as industry [11] . The GP problem formulations basically consist of three elements: goal constraints, an objective function, and other requirements. The constraints are the goals and objectives in the problem. The solution selection will be based on the deviations from these constraints. Therefore, the objective function is to minimize the overachievement and underachievement of all constraints.
The Proposed Operator
Suppose that a specific dimension D i consists of concept hierarchies such as D i =C i1 ,C i2 ,…..C im where the C im is the most specific concept , C i(m-1) is more general concept and C i1 is the most general concept. Each concept hierarchy consists of x data values such as C j =V j1 , V j2 ,…..V jx . Data values of C m can be grouped to n number of sets of related data values according to the different values of C m-1 . Each set consist of k related values V mrh that can be summarized to compute a more general (higher) concept value V (m-1)r where h=1,…,k and r=1,…,n. Accordingly , data can be summarized when performing a roll-up operation by applying an operator to each set of related data values of a specific concept hierarchy to produce a new and higher general concept value and so forth for all hierarchies in all dimensions. Figure 1 shows the proposed GP operator that is responsible for such a process by climbing up the concept hierarchy and moving from C m to C m-1 computing new measure values. 
Performance Evaluation and Result
The accuracy of summarization and measure computation for non-additive numerical data values when performing a roll-up operation is an issue in this paper. Therefore, the objective is to compute the closest measure values to its related true data values in order to maintain data quality that leads to better analysis and decision making. Thus, the ability of the proposed GP operator to achieve higher accuracy when performing a roll-up operation and to produce summarized measures that best reflect the original data values need to be measured and compared with the other common aggregation operators namely: average, minimum, and maximum. The average operator can compute measure values through the following equation: 
(1)
Where p is the number of the dimensions, n is the number of sets for the most specific concept hierarchy m for each dimension, and k is the number of related values in each set. Since the applications of data mining are widely different in many terms (e.g. number of dimensions or concept hierarchies), three different scenarios with different parameters are proposed and used in the evaluation test as shown in Table 1 . Each scenario consists of a different number of data values that need to be summarized according the number of dimensions and concept hierarchies for each dimension.
For example, daily temperature needs to be rolled-up as a monthly temperature which requires an operator to be applied to a large data set that contains data value for each day in the year. Thus the number of data values will be 365 for each year. We ran out tests by applying the GP operator to each set of related data values to find a new higher level measure value that best represents its correspondent data values. LINGO solver [14] is an application that can run GP models and is used to run the proposed operator in these tests. For comparison purposes, average, minimum, and maximum operators are used and applied to same data values. The performance results for all operators in all scenarios are present in Table 2 and figure 2. 
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The results showed that the GP operator performs better than the other operators and produces more accurate measure values by achieving a lower distance to the related data values. Using the efficiency standard equation [4] , the efficiency of GP operator over average operator was 6.11 % and over maximum operator was 35.11% and over minimum operator was 53.36% for all scenarios.
Moreover, the results showed that the accuracy of the computed measures could be lower when summarizing larger numbers of data values and the need for accurate summarization when performing a roll-up operation to produce higher quality results increased for applications that have a large number of data values to be summarized. Nevertheless, the GP operator performs better than the others in such cases and produces more accurate measure values by achieving a lower distance to the related true data values. Making decisions for such problems would be better when using GP operator for summarization purpose.
Conclusion and Future Work
Accurate summarization of non-additive numerical data values when performing rollup operations have been addressed in this paper. A new operator for summarization based on linear goal programming is proposed to maintain data quality and improve the decision making process. The GP operator is able to compute more accurate measure values that best represents its correspondent lower level data values, especially when summarizing larger numbers of data values.
In conclusion, higher accuracy was achieved when using the proposed GP operator. Comparatively, in other related operators, there was no data quality criterion used or the distance to the true values considered when computing higher level measures. Indeed, computing higher level measure values when performing roll-up operations using the GP operator attains higher accuracy of data than the other related approaches that based on average, minimum, and maximum operators. Different numbers of data values are used and the GP performs better in all scenarios.
The proposed GP operator seeks to find the closest measure value to its related lower level data values for each dimension, and so forth for all dimensions. On the other hand, the other related method does not consider the distance or deviation between the data values and the computed measure values. Minimizing this distance resulted in higher data quality in terms of accuracy which reflects a better analysis and decision making process. In future work, this solution may be extended to cover the additive numerical data values, and to support other data mining operations.
